
BLENDING UP BIG WINS

Summer has arrived! Come and join Relax for a stroll down to your local beach club and soak 
up some of that vitamin sea!

Set on a 5x3 reel area, Blender Blitz is as cool as it is fresh. By simply forming winning 
combinations in the game, it shall reward you by removing all low and mid-tier pays - setting 
you with only high paying, money making symbols. If that wasn’t enough, once only high pays 
are left on the reels, you will be awarded a super spin — a guaranteed winning spin with a 
multiplier of up to 500x!

ID: blenderblitz
Columns x Rows: 5 x 3
RTP: 96.16% 
Payout Mechanic: Ways
Volatility:       out of
Max Win Per Way: 25 x bet
Max Coinciding Win: 6075 x bet

Max Win (Simulated): 25,000 x bet
Default Free Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 19.99%
Average Win Free Spins: 36.91 x bet 
Min Bet: €0.10
Max Bet: €30



WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES
FREE SPINS 

When 15 low or mid-tier symbols are  destroyed, 
free spins are awarded. Low and mid-tier symbols 
removed during free spins remain eliminated 
throughout the entire free spins round.

Symbol removal progress is transferred from
the main game to free spins. When all low and
mid-tier symbols have been removed, 1 super 
spin is awarded! The super spin awards a random 
multiplier between 10 - 500x to a spin that 
guarantees a win.

Free Spins continue until a super spin is awarded 
or all lives have been lost, a life is lost when a non 
winning spin occurs. An extra life symbol is present 
on reel 5 during Free Spins, awarding 1 - 3 extra
lives as shown on the number on the symbol.

ELIMINATOR
The eliminator symbol is present on reel 5 in the
main game and has two benefits: it removes one
of the low or mid-tier symbols from the reels entirely
for the remainder of the game round;
secondly, it destroys all
symbols on the game area,
contributing towards their
removal from the reels
and the free spin trigger.

MEGA WIN 
(Bet Multiplier 30+) 

1 in 270

SUPER WIN  
(Bet Multiplier 60+) 

1 in 1337

BIG WIN  
(Bet Multiplier 15+) 

1 in 98

SYMBOL REMOVAL
Remove all low and mid-tier paying symbols from 
the reels and be left with only high paying symbols 
on the reels!

When 10 of each symbol is won on over the 
course of a round, it is removed from the reels 
entirely. Meters are present by the reels to show 
how close symbols are to being removed.



LANGUAGES

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark Great Britain Latvia Romania

Estonia Isle of Man Malta Sweden

Bahasa Indonesia Dutch Hungarian Polish Thai

Bahasa Melayu English Italian Portuguese Turkish

Chinese (Simplified) Estonian Japanese Romanian Vietnamese

Chinese (Traditional) Finnish Korean Russian

Croatian French Khmer Slovak

Czech German Lithuanian Spanish

Danish Greek Norwegian Swedish

LOW WILD

SYMBOLS
HIGH MEDIUM

PAYOUT MECHANICS

243 ways to win
Matching symbols in any position across three or 
more adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost reel, 
constitutes a pay way win.


